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Digital Game in the Public Space 
July 2013 - Madrid, ES

Exhibition: 
Solid Interfaces and Urban Games
Medialab Prado

Support/Grant: 
EEl Matadero, Medialab Prado

Urban Spirits is a game to promote eco-friendly, creative and 
aggregative behavior in the context of an urban neighbor-
hood. The game makes innovative use of Smart City sensors 
and urban spaces, particularly interactive street furnitures 
and digital facades. Individual users can interact through 
both smartphones and physical interaction with urban furni-
tures. In addition, Urban Spirits receives through environ
mental sensors the actual situation of urban district and using 
the data received, it dynamically changes the game environ-
ment.

The story and the game itself are based on the metaphor of 
the “Urban Spirits”. The purpose of the game is to tame the 
little spirits through the interaction with the urban surroun-
ding. Each interaction is a little challenge-exercise aimed to 
fortify the participants sense of social community involve-
ment, creativity and conscious eco-logic behaviours.

Concept artwork - Spirit avatars.
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1,2. Las Letras Square - Urban Spirits running on the Medialab’s Media Facade.

PUBLIC

Urban Spirits

Key Points
� Playful data visualization
� Urban digital game
� Media Facade
� Complex triad of interaction
� Eco-friendly 
� Narrative-driven
�� City as physical interface



Whispering Columns represents a media intervention realized in a medieval cloister, be-
longed to the Dominican monks. Through voices and sounds that refer to past ages, the 
columns create a connection between the religious past and the present as a cultural 
center. 
Two layers of interaction were designed: one direct and one mediated by mobile devices. 
The rst modality is intended to give an immediate and playful feedback to the approa-
ching users. The columns without audience, quietly pulsate between different shades of 
white, while the approach of the public generates pattern of colors depending on the po-
sition and the number of people around the columns. The second modality uses the co-
lumns as an output interface to deliver in the physical space augmented media contents 
displayed rstly in a web-based text application. Each column works as a web server that 
allows the access to multimedia contents through mobile devices. This interaction gene-
rates light and sound feedbacks that enrich the main narrative text about the past.

1,2,3. Details of direct interaction with 
the columns. 

4. B4. Boxes with the custom electronics de-
signed and created specically for the 
installation. They include LED drivers, 
linux server (Yun), sound processor and 

WiFi antenna.  

5. Columns in stand-by waiting 
for audience.
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Key Points
� Playful interaction
� Collaborative
� Public space
� Multimodal interface
� Augmented digital content
� IOT technology - based
�� Surrounding audio

Interactive Light Installation 
June 2014 - Gallipoli, IT

Presentation: 
EMYS - Laboratorio Liberalarte

Support/Grants: 
SAC - Salento di Mare e di Pietre, Fondazione con il Sud

Whispering Columns



With its symbolic meaning and usage purpose 
the Maker’s Tarot is closely linked to the classi-
cal Tarot. The same as the Tarot, it consists of 
major (22 cards) and minor (56 cards) arcana. 
During Interactivos?15 at Medialab Prado were 
designed the major arcana. They represent a 
typical path, which everyone undergoes over a 
lilifetime, the so-called Hero’s Journey. In our 
project we adapt this journey to the path of 
evolution and growh that a maker follows in 
order to develop a new collaborative and open 
source project from the initial idea to its reali-
zation. Each card represents a riddle that must 
be solved before the initiate can move onto the 
next stage of the journey. 
Translating into the makers world, they repre-
sent the shared experience and depict collecti-
vely recognizable behaviors and patterns. 
While minor cards provide nuances around four 
main areas : making (wands), community 
(cups), thinking (swords),  sustainability (pen-
tacles). When the cards are thrown, they gene
rated a random narrative which can lead to 
unexpected points of view about the ongoing 
creative processes.
It can be used by individuals or groups.  

1.

1,2. Details of the cards. Material: laser cut 
and engraving on cardboard.

3. Collaborative design session during the 
workshop at Medialab Prado.

4. Objects in Commons - Collective exhibi-
tion from December 2015 to March 2015. 

Key Points
� Game for creative processes
� Collaborative
� Critical design
� Open Source
� Playful group interaction
� Narrative generator
�� Design tool

Card Game for Creative Processes
December 2016 - Madrid, ES

Exhibition: 
Objects in Common
Medialab Prado

Support/Grant: 
InInteractivos?'15: Material Cultures in the Digital Age
Medialab Prado

Tarot of the Maker

2.

3. 4.



Key Points
� Natural Interface Design
� Participatory Art
� Art-driven experiment 
� Real-time sound synthesis
� Sensory augmentation
� Tangible interaction
�� Biosensor feedback

Interactive Performance Installation 
Jan - May 2014 - Barcelona, Brussels.

Exhibition: 
curated by Black Cube Collective and hosted by FoAM (Brussels)

Support/Grants: 
ICT & ART Connect, Sigma Orionis, Sabadell City Hall 

The project began in spring 2014, under the name of 
Sense Shifting. It was one of 18 awarded projects by 
the initiative ICT & ART Connect, funded by the FP7. It 
was an art experiment aimed at exploring new forms 
of poetic objectivity, following a rst-person-science 
research approach. Merging biomedical engineering, 
interactive media and performing art practices, a new 
experimentalexperimental interface was designed and developed: 
the Emotiorama.

The Emotiorama is an interactive artifact for sensory 
augmentation, which permit to display in real-time 
emotions-related biosignals through lights and sound. 
Conceptually, the device allows to investigate the inte-
gration of physiological data, making them accessible 
and transparent during social interactions. It is a pure 
transposition of electrical uctuations of biosignals 
ininto the realm of the visual and audio perceptions. No 
emotional computation is performed: the interpreta-
tion of the meaning is left to the individuals and their 
embodied ability to feel the others with an increased 
empathic perception. 

1.

2.

Sense Shifting

3.

1,2,3. Details of the interactive 
device and performances. 

4. Custom circuits inside the 
box: GSR biosensors, audio interface, LED drivers. The microcontroller 
that was used is an Arduino DUE. The computer interface was realized in 
Processing and it shows biosegnals recordings in real-time. 

4.



The Hack & Art Days are a series of meetings which took place since autumn 
2013. In the spring of 2016 was held the seventh edition of the event. It is by 
now well established and known by the creative community in the Barcelona 
area. Each meeting has offered a place where artists, activists, engineers, tech-
nologist and every curious minds could meet to generate new projects and 
ideas or nd new applications for existing projects and prototypes. In the local 
cultural offer landscape, the Hack&Art  Days also represent an original and in-
nonovative approach to the fruition of media and technology-based art from the 
general audience, in particular families, youth and children. They are a fusion 
between a classic hackathon, a maker fair and an artistic jam.  The events lasts 
several hours, from the morning to the evening of the same day and they con-
sist of multiple activities, including workshops, talks, exhibitions and a space 
for extemporaneous creation and experimentation. 
The event begins with a custom machmaking between the most artistic proles 
and the ones most focused on technology. The goal is to catalyze possible crea-
tive collaborations during the day. In the afternoon takes place a guided ses-
sion for families and children, who can have often a rst and inspiring approach 
to DIY,  technology-based and digital art creation practices. They are organized 
within the facilities of L'Estruch, a public art factory operated by the city of Sa-
badell. They are completely free and open to the participation of anyon

1. Shot from the  fth edition (2015).  Media art exhibition and guided session with families and children.

2. Seminar about accessibility in performing arts (2016).  3. Artists showing their projets to the local young people (2016).  4. An experimental session 
about smart gardening (2015). 5. The creative community at work during the second edition (2014). 

Key Points
� Community building
� Collaborative design processes
� Technology facilitation
� Open to all
� Located in a public art factory
� Media art cultural accesibility
�� socially engaged art

Event Design, Production and Facilitation
Novemeber 2014 to June 2016 - Sabadell, ES

Exhibition: 
L’Estruch Art Factory

Support/Grant: 
Mediaestruch, L’Estruch, Sabadell City Hall 

Hack & Art Days
1.

2.
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